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ABSTRACT

A method for the design of signal-adapted 2-channel
biorthogonal filter banks of finite length is presented. The
design problem is formulated as a constrained optimization
problem and is solved by converting it into an iterative line-
search problem through a first-order parameterization of the
perfect reconstruction constraint. It is shown that for filter
banks with analysis and synthesis lowpass filters of differ-
ent lengths, a refinement of the algorithm is possible that
leads to a solution in a very small neighborhood of a local
minimizer, which satisfies the PR constraint precisely.

1 Introduction

During the past several years there has been a great deal of
interest in the design of optimal orthogonal and biorthogo-
nal filter banks in terms of some coding gain criterion [1]–
[11]. Biorthogonal filter banks can offer improved perfor-
mance over orthogonal filter banks [12][13] but the optimal
design of an M -channel biorthogonal filter bank requires the
solution of a sophisticated constrained minimization problem
[11].

In this paper, the design of signal-adapted, 2-channel,
biorthogonal filter banks of finite length is considered as
a constrained optimization problem that attempts to min-
imize a coding-gain related objective function [7][11] subject
to the perfect reconstruction condition. The basic approach
to solve this problem is to first parameterize a first-order
approximation of the perfect reconstruction (PR) constraint
and then convert the constrained problem into an iterative
line-search problem. In each iteration, a line search is carried
out along a direction within the null space of a matrix charac-
terized by the approximated PR condition. It is shown that
for filter banks with analysis and synthesis lowpass filters of
different lengths, a refinement of the algorithm is possible
that leads to a solution in a very small neighborhood of a
local minimizer, which satisfies the PR constraint precisely.

2 Problem Formulation

2.1 2-Channel Filter Banks and Perfect Recon-
struction Condition

We consider the class of 2-channel maximally decimated uni-
form filter banks illustrated in Fig. 1, where the input signal
x(n) is assumed to be wide-sense stationary (WSS) [14] with
a power spectral density Sxx(ω) and variance σ2

x, and each
of the blocks labeled with a Q represents a quantizer.
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Figure 1: Two-channel filter bank.

Throughout we assume that H0, F0, H1, and F1 are linear-
phase filters with transfer functions

H0(z) = z−N1/2Ĥ0(z), Ĥ0(z) =

N1/2∑
i=−N1/2

h(i)z−i (1a)

F0(z) = z−N2/2F̂0(z), F̂0(z) =

N2/2∑
i=−N2/2

f(i)z−i (1b)

H1(z) = F0(−z)

F1(z) = −H0(−z)

where h(i) = h(−i), f(i) = f(−i) are impulse responses of
various filters, and N1, N2 are even with N1 > N2. Hence-
forth, we will use the notation h(n) = hn and f(n) = fn for
the sake of simplicity.

The above choice of H1(z) and F1(z) cancels the aliasing
error and leads to the PR condition

H0(z)F0(z) − H0(−z)F0(−z) = 2z−(N1+N2)/2 (2)

From (2) it follows that the orders of filters H0 and F0, N1

and N2, must be chosen such that (N1 + N2)/2 is an odd
integer. Under these circumstances, (2) becomes

Ĥ0(z)F̂0(z) + Ĥ0(−z)F̂0(−z) = 2 (3)

where Ĥ0 and F̂0 are zero-phase FIR filters whose transfer
functions are defined in (1).

2.2 Design Based on Coding Gain Criterion

Assume that quantizer Q in the ith channel takes an ar-
bitrary real number and converts it into a bi-bit fraction
according to some rule of correspondence. We also assume
optimal bit allocation with fixed bit rate b = b0 + b1. It has
been shown [11] that the mean-square reconstruction error
is given by

E = c2−2bΦ1/2 (4)

where c is a constant and

Φ(x) = (hT R1h)(fT R̂2f)(h
T Q1h)(fT Q2f) (5)



where x = [hT fT ]T , h = [h0 h1 · · · hN1/2]
T , f =

[f0 f1 · · · fN2/2]
T , and

R1 =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

Sxx(ejω)cN1(ω)cT
N1(ω) dω

R̂2 =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

Sxx(ejω)ĉN2(ω)ĉT
N2(ω) dω

Q1 = diag{1, 2, . . . , 2} ∈ R
(1+

N1
2 )×(1+

N1
2 )

Q2 = diag{1, 2, . . . , 2} ∈ R
(1+

N2
2 )×(1+

N2
2 )

cN1(ω) =
[
1 2 cos ω · · · 2 cos

N1ω

2

]T

ĉN2(ω) =
[
1 − 2 cos ω · · · (−1)

N2
2 2 cos

N2ω

2

]T

It can be verified that matrices R1 and R̂2 in (5) are deter-
mined by parameters {rk}, where

rk =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

Sxx(ω) cos kω dω (6)

For a WSS input, the performance of the subband sys-
tem can be measured in terms of the coding gain, GSBC(2),
which is defined as the ratio of the mean-square value of the
roundoff quantization error, Edirect, to the average variance
of the reconstruction error in the subband system given by

ESBC =
1

2

1∑
i=0

E[|x̂(n) − x(n)|2]

As shown in [11], the coding gain can be expressed as

GSBC(2) =
σ2

x

Φ1/2

where Φ is defined in (5).
The design of 2-channel biorthogonal filter banks that

maximizes the coding gain by minimizing Φ(x) in (5), can
now be formulated as the nonlinear constrained optimization
problem

minimize Φ(x) (7a)

subject to the constraints in (3) (7b)

3 Design Method

3.1 Design Stage 1

In the kth iteration, we update the coefficient vector xk =
[hT

k fT
k ]T as

xk+1 = xk + ∆x (8)

such that Φ(xk+1) is less than Φ(xk) and xk+1 satisfies the
PR condition in (3). In the first stage of the design, the
increment vector ∆x in (8) is parameterized so as to satisfy
a first-order approximation of the PR condition, and the
parameterized expression of xk+1 is then utilized to minimize
the objective function Φ(x) defined in (5). It can be shown
that vector xk+1 in (8) satisfies a first-order approximation
of the PR condition in (3) if the increment vector ∆x satisfies
the linear equation

[Qr Pr]∆x = −Prfk + er (9)

where er = [1 0 · · · 0]T ∈ R
(N1+N2+2)/4×1,

and Pr ∈ R
(N1+N2+2)/4×(N2+2)/2, Qr ∈

R
(N1+N2+2)/4×(N1+2)/2 are obtained as follows:

1. Generate Toeplitz matrix Y0 with [hN1/2 · · · h1 h0

h1 · · · hN1/2 0 · · · 0]T ∈ R
(N1+N2+1)×1 as its first

column and [hN1/2 0 · · · 0] ∈ R
1×(N2+1) as its first

row.

2. Take the last (N1 + N2)/2+1 rows of Y0 to form matrix
Y1.

3. Compute

Y2 = Y1

[
ÎN2

2
I
1+

N2
2

]

where

ÎN2
2

=




0 · · · 0
0 · · · 1
... · ·

· ...
1 · · · 0


 ∈ R

(1+
N2
2 )× N2

2

4. Form matrix Pr by deleting the even numbered rows of
Y2.

5. Similarly, form matrix Qr with [hN1/2 · · · h1 h0 h1

· · · hN1/2 0 · · · 0]T replaced by [fN2/2 · · · f1

f0 f1 · · · fN2/2 0 · · · 0]T ∈ R
(N1+N2+1)×1

and [hN1/2 0 · · · 0] ∈ R
1×(N2+1) replaced by

[fN2/2 0 · · · 0] ∈ R
1×(N1+1).

An additional constraint to the optimization problem at
hand comes from the necessity of normalizing the filter coef-
ficients. If all the analysis filters are rescaled by multiplying
their coefficients by a nonzero scalar k and at the same time
all synthesis filters are re-scaled by multiplying their coef-
ficients by 1/k, then the value of the objective function Φ
remains the same. Under these circumstances, if the filter
bank has the PR property and/or linear phase response, then
so does the re-scaled filter bank. Since this invariance holds
for any k, a solution may be obtained where the coefficients
of Hi(z) are very large and those of Fi(z) are very small, or
vice-versa, and for such a solution numerical ill-conditioning
could ensue. This problem can be prevented by imposing
the following linear constraint on the filter coefficients:

h0 + 2

N1/2∑
i=1

hi + f0 + 2

N2/2∑
i=1

(−1)ifi = 1 (10)

This condition leads to constraints on ∆x given by

eT
2 ∆x = 0 (11)

with

e2 = [1 2 · · · 2 1 −2 · · · (−1)N2/22]T ∈ R
(

N1+N2
2 +2)×1

Combining (9) and (11), the linear constraints on ∆x can be
expressed as

Γ2∆x = γ 2 (12)

where

Γ2 =


 Qr Pr

eT
2


 , γ2 =

[−Prfk + er

0

]

The total number of constraints in (12) is (N1 + N2 + 6)/4;
hence the number of degrees of freedom contained in the
[(N1 + N2)/2 + 2]-dimensional vector ∆x is

η =
N1 + N2 − 2

4
(13)



If the singular-value decomposition (SVD) of Γ2 is given by
Γ2 = UΣVT and Vη is formed using the last η columns of
V, then all the solutions of (12) can be characterized by

∆x = δ2 + Vηξ (14)

where δ2 = Γ†
2γ 2 and ξ ∈ R

η×1 is a free parameter vector.
Now from (8) and (14), we have

xk+1 = xk + δ2 + Vηξ (15)

with
ξ = αkdk (16)

where dk is a descent direction of Φ(xk + δ2 + Vηξ) and αk

is a positive scalar that solves the line-search problem

minimize
α

Φ(xk + δ2 + αVηdk) (17a)

subject to 0 ≤ α ≤ αmax (17b)

Typical choices of descent direction dk include the steepest-
descent direction

dk = −gk (18)

where
gk = VT

η ∆Φx(xk + δ2) (19)

and the quasi-Newton direction

dk = −Skgk (20)

where Sk is updated by using the Broyden-Fletcher-
Goldfarb-Shanno formula [15] given by

Sk+1 = Sk +

(
1 +

γ T
k Skγ k

γ T
k δk

)
δkδT

k

γ T
k δk

− (δkγ T
k Sk + Skγ kδT

k )

γ T
k δk

(21)
where S0 = I, δk = xk+1 − xk, and γ k = gk+1 − gk.

Having determined ξ = αkdk, the 2-norm of ∆x in (14)
is examined. If ||∆x|| is less than a prescribed tolerance ε,
xk+1 is taken to be the solution x∗ of the first stage of the
design. Otherwise, with k := k + 1, Γ2 and γ 2 in (12) are
updated, δ2 and Vη in (14) are recalculated and the 1-D
minimization problem in (17) is solved to obtain a new ∆x.

3.2 Design Stage 2

The solution x∗ obtained from stage 1 of the design satisfies
the PR condition in (3) only approximately. A solution x∗

with improved approximation accuracy for the PR condition
can be achieved by using a reduced tolerance ε at the cost of
more iterations. As described below, an alternative approach
is possible to solve the problem because in the present case
the lengths of filters H0 and F0 are different.

In a neighbourhood of x∗ = [h∗T f∗T ]T , there are many
points that satisfy the PR condition precisely. As a matter of
fact, if we perturb h∗ by ∆h but keep f∗ unaltered, then the
first-order approximation of the PR condition in (9) becomes
exact since the PR condition in (3) at point

x∗ + ∆x =
[
h∗ + ∆h

f∗

]
(22)

contains no second- or higher-order terms. That is, (9) rep-
resents the PR condition exactly and can be written as

Q∗
r∆h = −P∗

rf
∗ + er (23)

where P∗
r and Q∗

r are matrices Pr and Qr evaluated at h∗

and f∗, respectively. Accordingly, the constraint in (11) be-
comes

eT
3 ∆h = 0 (24)

where

e3 = [1 2 · · · 2]T ∈ R
(

N1
2 +1)×1

By combining (23) with (24), we find that ∆h is required to
satisfy

Qe∆h = γ 3 (25)

where

Qe =
[
Q∗

r

eT
3

]
, γ 3 =

[−P∗
rf

∗ + er

0

]
The linear system in (25) contains (N1 +N2 +6)/4 equations
and (N1 + 2)/2 unknown components, which leads to the
number of degrees of freedom

η̂ =
N1 − N2 − 2

4
(26)

Recall that the filter lengths N1 and N2 are assumed to be
even with N1 > N2 and (N1 + N2)/2 odd. This implies that
N1 is related to N2 in terms of the equation

N1 = N2 + 2(2k + 1) (27)

for some integer k ≥ 0. Hence

η̂ = k (28)

If k = 0, i.e., N1 = N2 +2, then (25) is a square and nonsin-
gular system with unique solution

∆h = Q−1
e γ 3 (29)

Since x∗ well approximates the PR condition, ∆h given by
(29) is a vector with small magnitude, and the outcome of
stage 2 of the design is given by

x∗∗ =
[
h∗ + ∆h

f∗

]
(30)

If k > 0, then all the solutions of (25) are characterized by

∆h = δ3 + Vη̂ζ (31)

where δ3 = Q†
eγ 3, Vη̂ is the matrix formed by the last η̂

columns of matrix Ve from the SVD of Qe = UeΣeVe, and
ζ is an η̂-dimensional parameter vector. The free parameter
vector ζ can be used to further reduce the objective function
Φ(x) in (5). Since f∗ is now fixed, minimizing Φ(x∗ + ∆x)
is equivalent to solving the optimization problem

minimize
ζ

Φ̂(ζ ) = [(ĥ∗ + Vη̂ζ )T Rn(ĥ∗ + Vη̂ζ )]

·[(ĥ∗ + Vη̂ζ )T Qn(ĥ∗ + Vη̂ζ )] (32)

Typical values of η̂ for applications in image compression
are in the range 0 ≤ η̂ ≤ 2; hence (32) is an unconstrained
optimization problem that involves only one or two variables.
If we denote a local minimizer of (32) as ζ∗, then the solution
of the design problem is given by

x∗∗ =
[
h∗ + δ3 + Vη̂ζ∗

f∗

]
(33)



4 Design Examples

We have designed a 2-channel biorthogonal filter bank with
N1 = 8 and N2 = 6. The initial point corresponds to the
well-known 9/7 filters (see [16, p. 216]) with

h0 = [1 0 − 8 16 46 16 − 8 0 1]/64

f0 = [−1 0 9 16 9 0 − 1]/16

We used the autoregressive process with poles at
0.975e±jpi/1.5 as the input signal. With ε = 10−4 it took
the algorithm 11 iterations to converge to a solution x∗

which reduced the objective function from Φ(x0) = 0.2131
to Φ(x∗) = 0.0496; this corresponds to a coding gain im-
provement from 2.1664 to 4.4902. The point x∗ satisfies the
PR condition approximately with

|| − P∗
rf

∗ + er|| = 0.5457 × 10−5 (34)

The second stage of the design then resulted in the solution

x∗∗ =




0.7574900654
0.4547329023

−0.1440828697
−0.1513035527

0.1223222635
0.6923545810
0.4986746692

−0.0413293912
−0.0334129939




for which the 2-norm in (34) is reduced to 0.1430 × 10−16.
The coding gain associated with x∗∗ is approximately the
same as that of x∗, i.e., 4.4902. The amplitude responses of
the filters corresponding to x∗∗ are shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: (a) Amplitude responses of filters H0 (solid line)
and H1 (dashed line); also shown is the power spectrum den-
sity Sxx(ejω) with θ = π/1.5 (bold dotted line); (b) Ampli-
tude responses of filters F0 (solid line) and F1 (dash-dotted
line).

5 Conclusions

We have proposed an optimization-based approach for
the design of 2-channel biorthogonal filter banks that are
adapted to the statistics of the input signal. By param-
eterizing a first-order approximation of the PR constraint,

we were able to convert the constrained nonlinear minimiza-
tion problem to an iterative line-search problem. We have
shown that for filter banks with analysis and synthesis low-
pass filters of different lengths, a refinement of the algorithm
is possible that leads to a solution in a very small neighbor-
hood of a local minimizer, which satisfies the PR constraint
precisely.
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